
 

AUTOMATIC GATES OPERATIONAL FORCE? 

 

Are all automatic gate pressures safe? They nearly all can and should be! Unfortunately 

they are not always set up correctly and excessive loads or forces may be evident. 

Occasionally very large gates may need greater force to ensure operation. 

 

  
 

Why nearly? Well, they have to be able to move when they are required and sometimes 

large gates or external forces, such like high wind, may require the operational loads to 

be higher than otherwise be needed. 

 

This is another good reason all gates should operate over a level or a non-obstructive 

surface. Off-set geometry is useful when ground levels obstruct, but too much creates 

higher safety risk issues and should be avoided if practical to do so. 

 

  
 

What is meant by set up correctly? The adjustable force from any operator whether it 

cuts off, shuts down or simply holds, is common throughout most types. Enough force or 

load is needed in either direction for the gate to move and complete its operational cycle.  

 

System motors can be set up with minimal force so that they hardly operate and although 

this carries a very low safety risk (pedestrian injury), it may result in an unreliable 

system. Gates could be left part open and may well result in a bigger safety issue; not 

functioning correctly, nor providing the benefits they were installed to protect. Also 



vehicular impact and subsequent damage or personal injury, could be increased when a 

gate moves erratically, due to poor operator settings. 

 

The correct set up should start with the system being backed off completely so that the 

operators does not function correctly or fully. Then by careful adjustment by a trained 

engineer, each pressure setting may be increased until the gate operates correctly. 

 

  
 

In the case of suspected external forces beyond the actual need of the system to operate 

reliably, additional load maybe needed until the required settings are reached (subject to 

individual site conditions and system design). 

 

AT NO TIME SHOULD EXCESSIVE LOADS BE LEFT IN USE FROM ANY 

SYSTEM (UNLESS THE PERFORMANCE NEED OF THE SYSTEM OUTWEIGHS 

OTHER SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, ADDITIONAL SAFETY MEASURES ARE 

INSTALLED AND IS A DIRECTIVE OF THE CUSTOMER). 

 

  
 

Why would any system be left with excessive pressure settings? Only if safety and the 

operation of the system have priority or injury would likely be at greater risk if the 

system did not operate (level crossing gate or barrier may be an example that most people 

could assume whereby the greater risk of injury is likely to be that of a moving train). 

 

Every day gate systems need to operate safely both opening and closing! 
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